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Could this happen to you?

One of three cooling tower fans at a Power Station experienced a failure of the 
fibre composite drive shaft that connects the electric drive motor to the fan 
gearbox assembly. 
This was the only fan in service at the time of the incident. Preparations were 
being made to commission the gas turbines following a shutdown. Immediately 
prior to the incident, a manual bus transfer was conducted leading to a 
momentary power interruption. This caused a sudden motor speed decrease, 
applying significant torque to the shaft, causing a torsional failure.
Two pieces of the shaft were ejected from the cowling. Both pieces landed on 
the opposite side of the upper deck of the cooling tower, approximately 30 
meters from the point of ejection.

Due to ineffective design 
and maintenance of 
rotating equipment, 
catastrophic failure may 
occur, which may lead 
to an uncontrolled 
release of energy. 
Ejected components 
could strike personnel in 
the line of fire causing 
injury or fatality.

✗   Previous 
     equipment 
     failure not 
     formally 
     investigated.
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Was this Bulletin useful? 

Please let us know your feedback at: https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/energy-release

Learnings
The fan’s drive shaft had failed 4 years earlier. A formal investigation 
did not take place.
Electrical protection logic did not protect the shaft/fan assembly 
from transient events (the fan system did not shutdown in either 
drive shaft failure incident). Available control logic in the motor 
control and protection devices was not enabled. Vibration systems 
could not provide early warning of problems.
Equipment design did not effectively contain the shaft upon failure.
An integrated maintenance strategy was not in place for the 
cooling tower.
Manning levels had been progressively reduced without 
sufficient Management of Change consideration of impact on 
provision of on-site engineering support.

> Conduct process safety reviews at specified frequency (based on risk), or when significant changes/incidents occur.  
> Subject facilities acquired through merger/acquisition to a formal process safety review and maintenance 
    strategy assessment.
> Use Management of Change processes to review organisational changes.
> Ensure operator / maintainers have sufficient knowledge of safe operations and associated operational risks.

> Do you report unusual operation of rotating equipment when you notice it (e.g. heat, noise, vibration)?
> How do you know that the personnel operating your rotating equipment are trained and competent to do so?
> Has any of your rotating equipment failed? Was this formally investigated?
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